














1 Outdoor workout type equipment (pull up bars, calisthenic type equipment, pushup station, etc.) 
2 1)The pools should be heated tear roynd for swimming/exercise. Living in moderate winter temperatures 

it is a no brained to have the pools heated tear round. Numerous of my neighbors have asked me the 
same thing.   2) landscaping upgraded

3 Adding festive decorations around the neighborhood for Halloween/Fall season.  
4 The streets are all cracked up and there are numerous potholes now.
5 Small areas of play equipment spaced out through the neighborhood.   Mile/km markers on a the bike/ 

running paths. Establish a 5k route.   Dog park!  “Aging in place” group that connects people who have 
needs (ride, delivery, friendship, etc) and volunteers.   

6 Playground suitable for older children
7 There is great stuff here already - let's just keep it in tip top shape - the pools, BB court, walking paths, 

etc. 
8 Refresh the tot lot. 

9 Any of the public infrastructure that requires repair and updating to ensure the safety of everyone who 
uses them. 

10 Rotunda furniture and equipment to make it a place to connect with other residents.    Benches along 
walking path especially along Nightbloom:

11 You need to first prove that you can do simple things like keep the trash cans emptied.  Its ridiculous.  
We walk daily and they are always full and stink !  How can you ma      think about new or revitalized 
facilities if you are not able to manage simple tasks?

12 Additional pool heaters so we can swim all winter. 
13 Playground
14
15 Walking trail improvement and expansion, plus shaded rest stops.  Improvement of conditions for 

bicyclists and walkers. I know that as far as streets are concerned this last is a city/neighborhood matter, 
but I thin the HOA sholuld also give it attention.

16 Dog Park 
17 Dog park
18 The community garden
19 shopping areas.  small shops, and other village type areas.
20 1) trees planted along west side of Nightbloom Way; 2) more benches along Nightbloom; 3) Plantings in 

common areas farther from the activities center, eg. between Geo Brookbank and next street south
21 An exercise gym
22 Physical fitness type of infrastructure for active people or a better idea, placards with nature knowledge 

for education of the sonoran desert for walkers throughout the neighborhood. A lot of newcomers don't 
know about javelina, coyote, tarantulas, creosote, saguaro, etc. teach them as it's their new home.

23 Just continue taking excellent care of our current facilities!
24 More public seats around  Another coffee bar  
25 Remodeling of the Civano Center, courtesy of the residents HOA dues.
26 Attract more business that serves our community.   Walking is always better then driving!   Miss having a 

community coffee shop to walk to for breakfast or to meet a friend ... a place to walk for  a glass of wine 
and a little music.  Shade over the cement area in the toddler playground.  

27 Please complete sidewalk repairs!  Plant/add more trees and shrubs to replace storm losses. 
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28 Winter heated pool, maybe only one of them.
29 Placement of basketball hoop on northside of court so the sun isn’t in your eyes when you are shooting 

hoops! Exercise stops in various locations - something to do step ups, stretching, etc., updated swings, 
updated playground equipment in tot lot. Is this the place to mention filling in holes in all of the streets?

30 Preserve the walking trails.
31 Patch and seal remaining roads within Civano like recently done on Renewal lane.
32 We need a couple of lower swings - current height is too high!    And we really need a coffee house again, 

perhaps as part of a book store or library?
33 Keeping both pools in good working order, clean and inviting.
34 A variety of outdoor fitness equipment along  one of the pathways
35 Yes, a new playground for those kids who have outgrown the tot lot but still for the preteen aged 

children.  Also, maybe some exercise stations like bars, benches, etc along the walking paths for the 
walkers who are also looking for a safe way to do some stretches, squats, sit ups, crunches, etc… while 
out doing their walks.

36 full sized basketball court  repair streets  Civano Nursery up keep: The green wall still looks terrible and 
has not been fully painted, the new build needs to be completed as it looks awful  No parking signs along 
major streets like Thunder Sky

37 I regularly play Pickleball on the tennis court.  I was hoping to have a permanent reservation to play with 
other Civano residents and wonder if that a reservation system with fixed designated hours was possible.

38 Replace trees that have had to be taken down due to disease(parks) Add cactus and native flowering 
plants. Fix or replace irrigation where needed. Encourage members to take better care of their yards. 
Organize help for older residents who might not be able to keep up with yard work. Bring back “Aging In 
Community” 

39 Even though our kids have outgrown it, updating the playground would be a good investment. 
40 I would like to see the pool heating equipment updated to actually heat the pool. Our current "solar" 

powered pool is extremely outdated and does not in fact heat the pool to any acceptable level (80 
degrees). We have great weather in the winter and it would be great if we could actually use the pool 
(especially for children).  I would also like to see the pool bathrooms updated. Compared to the new 
construction across the way, our bathrooms look like camping our outhouses. It believe it would increase 
the value of our properties.

41 New Playground  Exercise Equipment for adults
42 Playground, coffee shop
43 A dog park would be nice.  
44 Coffee shop 
45 Road repair. Been here 16 years an city Has never repaired streets. Dog park as well. 
46 We would love to see a playground for older children.  Maybe replace the swings by the south pool and 

put a bigger play structure? We would also enjoy some exercise equipment - pull up bars, benches for 
squats, something parents could use while kids were playing. A splash pad would be wonderful if there 
was the budget for that.     The tot lot could use some updating - maybe a new play area there as well?     
It would also be helpful in the grassy areas weren’t watered in the middle of the day - it makes it hard to 
play on/use them when they are wet. 

47 The retaining basin/park at the entrance of Civano on 7 generations and Thunder Sky Way is the first 
thing visitors see and it is neglected.  It needs revitalization and as a possible connection to the walkway 
on Houghton.  Ramada, demonstration garden, community garden, exercise stations, bike inflation 
station are all possibilities!  
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48 Since Civano was originally designed as an energy-efficient housing community with access to businesses 
within the community, resulting in less driving, would like to promote encouraging a smaller local market 
to open nearby (like a Food Conspiracy Co-op or Rincon Market).  Would also like to do more education 
on making it easier for families to reduce, re-use and re-cycle. More talks on issues of climate relevance 
and disaster preparedness at monthly soup suppers would be a start.  Can we open a Repair Cafe (they 
are nationwide) in our Community Center?  How about bicycle repair/maintenance station for filling tires 
and minor fixes?  

49 Fitness Equipment/Simple fitness center. And a dog park.
50 Dog park! 
51 Exercise Stations along the walking trail.
52 Basketball hoop positioned so sun is not in your eyes while playing. Also we have a few potholes that 

need repair.
53 Outdoor Entertainment area/stage for small community music events, plays, puppet shows, 

comedy….and looking at the stars…
54 Playground equipment 
55 playground
56 Trees and/or on-street parking on the west side of Nightbloom where it's currently just gravel, especially 

pull-outs near mailboxes. People, including the mail carriers, consistently drive onto the gravel.

57 New playgrounds & finish the Northridge remediation before it again becomes critical.
58 New playground - more equipment to play on    A coffee shop!
59 Recently, we see trees being replaced on Civano Blvd, Nightbloom and Thunder Sky, which is great, but 

we lost a tree two years ago on Cele Peterson in the Civano owned border outside of the sidewalk, 
requested a replacement and it still has never come.  We also have two other downed trees same street 
and situation, have not been replaced.  I would like to see a swing or two added to the grassy spaces 
around the neighborhood.  We do not take our child to use the only set of swings because they are so far 
to the south at the pool playground. It would be nice to utilize the grassy areas for our kids as well *(i.e. 
grassy areas at Sixto Molina, Richard Ashley, north Thundersky, and by north pool.)  

60 1) I would love to see the full-size soccer field continued to be maintained and stay in good condition as 
it is. With the exception of the summer months, I use it with my kids almost every weekend to play 
football (we use about 75% of the length of the field). Because the field is big enough, we often find 
ourselves on the field with other families at the same time but we are all able to do the activities we 
want to do because the current size of the field supports that. Keep that awesomeness going!    2) I think 
the playground equipment and landscaping therein could absolutely be improved. Definitely get rid of 
the sand.    3) Shade sails above the swings by the soccer field would be nice.    4) More shade in general 
by the soccer field would be nice.

61 More benches along the streets and in "pocket Parks". For example in the green space on Nightbloom 
  62 Theatrical space (rotunda? outdoors?) with lighting and sound.

63 Planting of low water use, low maintenance shrubs, ground covers and cacti as understory plantings in 
the Common Areas, along roadway sidewalks and in roadway medians.

64 A gym for seniors 
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65 I would encourage the board to consider transitioning to a more sustainable model of how the 
community's common areas are developed/maintained. In particular, I would like to see us move away 
from an emphasis on inert materials as a ground cover (i.e., landscaping rock) and towards a more 
diverse living landscape model, incorporating a variety of native/drought tolerant plant species that will 
enhance the soil (and its microbiome) and improve its ability to sequester carbon (as opposed to current 
practices that compact the soil/damage its biology, especially when herbicides are applied to it).

66 New playground for sure!  (both parks)  One playground for 1-5 year olds and one for older kids by the 
soccer field.

67 Hot tub!!! 
68 Security lighting on multi-use pathways
69 Improve basket ball court. Needs ball stop in back of basket
70 I think a sand volleyball court would add to the community value.  
71 New playgrounds/kid spaces! The tot lot playground set needs to be replaced. It’s very old and run down. 

Possible sprinkler/splash pad? The swings next to the south pool need to be replaced with play 
equipment for older kids.

72 Expand the recycled water pipes to more parts of the neighborhood for irrigation; probably doesn't 
belong in this question, but another staff member for our management company so they can properly 
enforce neighborhood rules and regs

73 Volleyball court 
74 Playground at South pool area, including lowering swings!  Dog park at one of the small grassy parks we 

have. And I don’t even have a dog!
75 fenced dog park
76 New pool loungers; Adirondack chairs in some park areas on grass; misters at pools and town center. 
77 More public garbage cans as the ones we already have are frequently full.  
78 Pool bathrooms repainted, area between community garden & bocce ball leveled and new gravel or 

updated surfacing.
79 All is good. 
80 1. new playground in tot lot with better shading. 2. playground by soccer field area, for example remove 

the swings and put playground equipment.  3. all the grass areas are always too wet to play on - the 
drainage and watering issues need to be figured out in grass areas so they are usable. 4. pull-up bars, dip 
bars around dirt path (soccer field area). 5. The paved path needs to be re-paved, the coating this 
summer only made it look more black.  Should be re-paved so people can more easily ride it with 
wheeled equipment. 6. A bike repair station would be helpful. 7. splash pad by the south pool would be 
fun.  There is plenty of space over there and that is a huge benefit for families.  

81 A splash pad would be a nice addition to the Civano neighborhood. My girls were excited for the new one 
down Drexel, but that one is now private for that neighborhood only.

82 Keep pools and walking paths maintained. 
83 I would prefer to see the landscaping improved. For example: tree across from my house removed (it 

was a dead Mesquite) with nothing done to the area. Just a blank, empty spot now. Many of the 
neighborhoods look sad, when you compound the lack of landscaping with the lack of enforcement re: 
maintaining home exteriors. Two homes I see from my front patio are in desperate need of paint ans 
stucco repair 

84 speed bumps along high traffic roads or roads where people drive too fast,like nightbloom and Seven 
Generations where the business are.  More parking in high traffic areas around the business areas.

85 Heated pools
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86 Would like the pools to be heated during the winter months.  Playgrounds for the chicklets are always 
good.  Would like  the pools to be covered during the winter months.  

87 Are there any undeveloped neighborhood spaces where we could place new development?  For example 
is the space directly east of the Civano School owned by the HOA? Would be good to be specific about 
areas that are available for upgrades or new development.  If not seems like we have very limited 
options to introduce new infrastructure.      Redo the large south field.  It is full of weeds and low spots 
that collect water.  It needs to be re leveled and shaped to shed water better.

88 exercise stations on the wider walking path around civano. ( i can provide examples)  Volleyball net with 
sand In the same area where the horse shoe and Bocce ball area is, or in the south pool area (looks like 
room at either location.  Now for the big one. Solar photovoltaic panels installed on the roof of the pool 
area instead of passive solar water to heat the pool with an electric heater, provide lighting and power 
for pool equipment, and lighting for surrounding area, including the tennis court.  

89 Better/updated playground, more lighting on walking paths, holiday lighting at park every year (last year 
it was great)

90 Playground for school aged kids.   Coffee shop!!!  (We loved the tot lot but outgrew it and are’t quite 
ready for the big swings at the pool.)

91 Benches along walking paths
92 The more trees the better!
93 A co op coffee shop
94 dog park; hummingbird and/or butterfly flower garden (milkweed attracts monarchs); meditation garden 

(perhaps as part of, or next to, a hummingbird/butterfly area, & with birdhouses)
95 Dog park and a coffee shop!
96 A dog park and new/updated playgrounds for the kids
97 More playground equipment in the south pool area. Current equipment is insufficient.
98 I would like to see a playground for older children in addition to the tot lot.  I don't even have playground-

aged kids anymore but a multi-generational neighborhood needs amenities for all stages of life.  We 
should also get charging stations for electric cars which are going to be more common in the coming 
years.

99 New playground without sand without roundup sprayed nearby. Rubber cushioned ground for fall safety 
and 100% shade.     Also a cafe. 

100 Splash Pad. 
101 Dog park  Small (indoor/outdoor) restaurant with a limited menu and limited hours which could offer a 

changeable two item dinner and takeout menu such as lasagna, a home made chicken pie, a prosciutto 
cheese plate, etc.  Garden/landscaping class to offer ideas, advise newcomers on appropriate climate 
sensitive plantings, and provide rough estimates of costs related to creating and maintaining such 
environments.

102 - Adequate soccer nets that hold a soccer ball when a goal is scored.   - Brighten up the pool area - 
freshen up with some new paint, thoroughly clean pool furniture, empty trashcans more regularly in the 
summer. 

103 New playground and another good coffee shop.
104 Keep up the pools  Keep up the landscaping   It’s great 
105 Basketball courts, soccer field. Introduce pickle ball court and/or new playground.
106 consideration of adding a spa to both of the pool areas. That would really help folks that have joint 

issues. It would be nice to have the walkways particularly the ones going down near the Pantano wash 
cleared out. All of the sand at this time is an obstacle in walking. Also some type of signage particularly 
on Civano and Nightbloom to indicate a limited speed limit. I have seen cars going down Civano at a very 
high speed.
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107 I would like to see an outdoor space developed for folks that are older: along the kind of free park places 
developed for seniors in Amsterdam : Civano began with innovation and environmental leadership ! Let’s 
move forward in this spirit !  Kid playground: of course ; hands on interactive equipment : tactile, colorful 
: 

108 Trees planted on streets that don't have them (Drexel, west of school for example). improve parking 
situation for residents and visitors.

109 Nothing 
110 Improve the rock area between the community garden/horseshoe & bocce ball. 
111 Dog run, road resurfacing
112 Bike service stations, at least 2; hot tub in both pool areas
113 Dog Park
114 A real basketball hoop would be great. The current hoop is loud and outdated. 
115 Repair roads even though they are city of Tucsons
116 Trees along common areas and parking lots trimmed up, walkways cleaned up
117 Better landscaping. Trees that are pruned attractively, not the "butchering" of trees that is ubiquitous.
118 A new playground for all age groups would be awesome!
119 Outside exercise stations.  
120 Get the sex offender amendment done!!!  Add a light on corner of Civano (leading to Houghton) & 

Thundersky
121 Improved tot playground, new playground for older kids, coffee place, small grocery store, ice cream cart

122  

123 Coffee shop! Seriously, I'm a teacher and LOVED having a coffee shop. It was great for community 
morale, tutoring, and I lOVED walking to get a cup! I thought there was a bike fixing station going in but if 
not, that'd be cool too. Additional benches at Mary Webber Park? 

124 The playground for small children is a mess. New equipment. I also would like to see a big playground on 
the big grass field for older kids. Maybe on the grass done soccer nets. Permanent ones. 

125 Tennis courts cracks, new furniture and updated kitchen in community center.
126 Walking trails and bike paths
127 Dog park using one of the many pocket parks. Dogs need a place to run! We dog owners would love to 

play frisbee with them. There are accommodations for many interests from swimming to pickle ball, etc 
but not for we dog owners.

128 Badminton/Volleyball courts w/nets    Better trimming/cleanup of parkway mesquite trees
129 Lights at basketball court!!! Nighttime games are impossible there! Paved walking trail around soccer 

field. Dog park (there has to be a small area somewhere! Glass Recycle bin  
130 Update the furniture in the  Rotunda.  Make the area more inviting, comfortable, attractive.  Now that 

we no longer have a coffee shop, it could be a place to meet and visit with our neighbors.
131 Playground for older children.
132 Dog Park 
133 Playground/exercise area for seniors with equipment.
134 I hated to see the coffee shop close and wish that something could be done to add an eatery in the shops 

area. I cannot imagine it not being a HUGE success. Is it a zoning issue? How did the bakery go about it?

135 New playground!!! Yes
136 Solar panels that actually heat the pool is my only wish - besides a hot tub. That is all I've been wishing 

for since I built here in 2001. Thanks for asking!!!! <3
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137 Lighting along walkways
138 Maintenance of our roads, landscaping and curb appeal of homes is vital. Where it's beyond our control, 

constant pressure on appropriate officials is key.
139 The Rotunda and walking paths.  The Rotunda looks like a cave in my opinion.  It needs a remodel badly.  

Walking paths could be expanded maybe, etc.
140 Playgrounds and pools 
141 Another Basketball Hoop at the South pool location that does not face the sun.     We believe the best 

revitalization would be if we could socially benefit from having another coffeehouse. Somehow offer a 
free rental location for a coffee truck/store, to entice them into our neighborhood. 

142 I would like to see swings for older kids with longer, normal chains.  The ones by the pool are up so high 
on short chains and they are hard to use.

143 Replace broken benches, remove and replace dying trees, plant more trees, replace irrigation system, 
remove or repair bocce ball/ horseshoe pits, stabilize eroded slopes, repair erosion in stormwater 
drainage areas.

144 coffee house - or a "coffee truck" or some sort of social gathering place like the coffee house used to be
145 We would like better roads in the development which I'm sure the HOA can't do anything about.  
146 Adult exercise equipment such as a chin up bar, sit up bench, etc.; dog park; drop in coffee meet up 

location, 
147 We would like to see a sauna by the pool to soothe old, sore muscles. Playground is great for the kids, 

but there are older folks like us around too. Please consider our presence. We would also like to see refill 
water bottle stations with filters for bottles so as to keep hydrated when taking a walk. Like the ones 
they have at the airports.   Thanks!

148 Update and improve the tot lot playground.  We also need more playground equipment etc for children 
older than 4 years old.

149 Pools resurfaced in the winter, community coffee shop, more doggy bags near all trash cans
150 Please ensure all light posts on the walking paths are in working condition. I also believe the common 

area on Rust Lane could incorporate grass.
151 New pool area furniture.  Saguaro Trails has really nice furniture.  Full basketball court.  High quality 

soccer nets.
152 We need a new playground with real equipment and not just plastic toys.
153 New playground equipment; a gym or some basic workout equipment; bringing more businesses into the 

complex 
154 Maintain status quo of infrastructure





QTY BUCKET

1 Labyrinth & Centering Gardens Achieve a contemplative state, walking among the turnings, one loses 
track of direction and of the ouside world and thus the mind. Possible locations: SE Corner lot of Civano 
Blvd & 7 Generations or NW corner of 7 Generations and Thunder Sky 

10 CA

2 Sand Volleyball court 3 CA
3 Put another park where swings sets are located at South Pool 2 SP
4 Repurpose half of the soccer field remove grass from new area and put large climbing structure 3 SP
5 Make a basketball court a full court 3 CA
6 Exercise equipment along the pathways through Civano (ie chin up bar, sit up bench, etc) 7 R
7 Remove spiders and bushes from  tot lot 2 RM
8  Plant fruit trees in and around tot lot pomogranate, apples, orange 1 RM
9 Older childrens playground both playgrounds at South pool soccer field 1 SP

10 Upgrade bathrooms in pools 1 SP/NP
11 Do not upgrade bathrooms in pool 1 SP/NP
12 Create intergenerational recreation areas and/or centralized recreation zone 1 R
13 No I like recreation areas spread out. We don't want every kid in the neighborhood on one play set 1 R
14 Move tot lot to central creation zone babies and business parking don't mix 2 R
15 Adult exercise equipment Parkour equipment throughout the community this is great for all ages 11 R
16 More equipment middle school/tweens toddler basketball, soccer pitch 3 R
17 Increase temperature of pool in winter, too chilly for old bones 2 NP/SP
18 Vision for elder playgrounds 1 R
19 swings lowered at south pool 1 R
20 Keep tot lot 1 R
21 Add more playground equipment south pool and maybe north pool 1 NP/SP
22 More swings 2 R
23 Toddler playground adding music elements 1 R
24 Age 6 Monkey bars, swings with shade, big kid slide, no gate, climbing equipment for big kids, new tot lot 

playset, bird watching for kids, climbing things, basketball court
4 R

25 Exercise stations along walking path 6 R
26 Texttile playground, elder playground, intergenerational playground (photos submitted) 3 R
27 Dog Park 5 CA
28 Volleyball court/pit 1 R
29 Community Garden Have some plots that are open to anyone to work or selecting food with published 

days for community members without their own plots to meet and work together. Bob Small and others 
should not have to do all the routine maintenance work!

1 E

30 Please put speed bumps on Nightbloom make spaces for bicycles along speed bump. I live on Nightbloom 
and watch school kids going to school. Please before someone takes a life

4 RM

31 Slow down traffic on Drexel and Nightbloom & Civano. It seems people use our Civano as a cut through 
from Drexel to Houghton. Not a fan of speed bumps but they work. Also on Creosote Ridge. 

5 RM

32 Speedbumps on Nightbloom many cars and motorcycles speeding there 1 RM
33 slow traffic especially on Nightbloom & Civano Walkable nature of our community is marred by the traffic 

speeding
6 RM

34 Streets put a stop sign on Nightbloom at Cerulean. Nighbloom is the longest street in Civano with no stop 
signs and only one intersecting street. Speed limit should be 20 not 25 too many people walk in th street.

4 RM

35 Add speed bumps on Civano Too many speeding vehicles don't mix with children, walkers, bikers, etc. 4 RM

36 Security cameras in common areas as there have been several breakins 1 SF
37 Complete Northridge remediation project 3 CA
38 Green spaces are over watered and very unusable. Watering of these areas needs to be better figured out. 

Lots of wasted water. Grass is soggy for too long. Grass should be more usable for people to use.
1 RM

INFRASTRUCTURE - IN PERSON RESULTS FROM COMMUNITY ROTUNDS VISION BOARDS 11/5/21 & 11/6/21
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39 Plant ocotillos, pink muhly, ornamental grass and more plants-trees to attract pollinators - mexican 
sunflowers 

1 RM

40 Add bathhouses throughout the community 2 CA
41 Trees are what help make Civano so different and special. More love for trees, better care Perhaps start 

an ADOPT A TREE PROGRAM or work with Tucson Clean & Beautiful
4 RM

42 Phase in more sustainable landscaping, less rock, more plants/ground cover. No herbicides. We need to 
take steps to improve soil health, which then in turn helps sequester carbons

3 RM

43 Plant more trees! Fruit trees in and around tot lot, texas mountain laurels EVERYWHERE JL Tex live oak, 
Trees, figs, pomagranates

4 CA

44 ON SIGNS-put signs by wash between Nightbloom & Civano Blvd-signs at wash to let people know which 
streets intersect-with arrow to main streets etc. Nightbloom & Civano Blvd

1 S&B

45 Butterfly garden Pollinator plants for bees, butterflies, birds 1 CA
46 Pocket parks need more benches & tables. Park on Nightblook near south & Cerulean no benches only a 

path and a few trees are there now
4 CA

47 Put up a map of Civano in Rotunda 1 S&B
48 Plant trees in right of way on Drexel and other places that are barren. Plant trees along west side of 

Nightbloom from Cerulean to Drexel
3 RM

49 Sponsor competition for outdoor sculptures. There are at least 5 potential locations. Stone or steel or 
woodpieces would give delight near some of the walking paths.

3 CA

50 Limit any electronic signage to what has been put in already ie: not a fan of Civano Nursery's big electronic 
signage right out front (15 yr resident)

3 S&B

51 Sign: Stop idling cards in front of businesses it pollutes 1 O
52 Fix the existing lighting on Houghton fence to illuminate 'Civano' branding if city  will allow 3 S&B
53 Put up street signs along the wash area (gravel paths0 between houses south of Cerulean and Drexel to 

facilitate finding your way walking
2 S&B

54 Commission small lapel pins with Civano logo to offer residents and others a way to show pride in our 
community

1 S&B

55 Coffee cart, lower overhead costs like a good truck with fancy coffees 1 CA
56 At 7 Generations & Thunder Sky Signage inside parking @ Civano Nursery stating "Caution--Drive Friendly" 

or someothing to that effect People come out of those driveways without even looking
2 S&B

57 Show some kind of appreciation to fire station across the street 2 E
58 Coffee House 1 R
59 Solar electric to heat pool it will run lights and pump too 1 NP/SP
60 Need more efficient solar panels at both pools YES!! Shaded pergolas, both sides 4 NP/SP
61 Increase solar to have one pool heated all year 11 NP/SP
62 Please put bulletin board next to mail box on E side of Nightbloom. It was fixed and a few days ago it was 

vandalized.
2 RM

63 Fix root bump on the street next to the curb on Civano Blvd. 1 RM
64 Repair irrigation in community garden 1 RM
65 Replace safety equipment 1 SP
66 Pergola may be better or umbrellas 2 SP
67 Second pergola to increase shaded area increase solar to use pool in winter 13 SP
68 Another pergola to shade other side of south pool remove shrubs near pool 1 SP
69 Stop spraying WEED AND BEE killer chemicals (Toll at my home alone after a spraying; 3 dead western 

goldfinch)
3 RM

70 Create more pocket parks an benches along the south end of Nightbloom 2 CA




